Aero Vodochody

Map of international customers up to now.

With tradition since 1919, we are proud to have international partners and our aircraft operated all over the world.

13,000,000 flight hours
11,000 aircraft
60 military operators
15 demo teams

Aero is the largest aerospace manufacturer in the Central and Eastern Europe. The location of Aero is near Prague. The sole shareholder of the company is private equity group Penta. Over the last 5 years Aero sales grew by 100%.

AEROSPACE a.s.
U Letiště 374, 250 70 Odolena Voda, Czech Republic
www.aero.cz

Corporate profile of AERO Vodochody AEROSPACE a.s.

Since 1919

11,000 aircraft produced with over 13,000,000 flight hours total log of the fleet
More than 800 aircraft still flying
Extensive tradition and OEM heritage since 1919
70% of the world jet trainer production
International partner in military and civil cooperations
Complex sustainment services
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